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THE VISION OF EBAL
GOD REVEALS HIS PLAN OF CREATION AND SALVATION
# 3265
Excerpt from ‘The Great Gospel of John‘, volume 11, revealed by Jesus Christ to
Leopold Engel.

WHEN the disciples awoke from their kind of trance, they were all surprised
that they fell asleep so deeply and they asked Me what actually happened to
them.
[GGJ.11_018,02] I said to them: “Do not worry about that, for many things
will still happen by which you will ask the same question without that it can be
directly answered. But at the right time you will also receive the right
explanation.”
[GGJ.11_018,03] Now among those of My followers there was also a Jew,
named Ebal who accepted My teaching completely in his heart and was full of
zeal to awaken his spirit. Through his past life, which gave him greater soul
power, he acquired the gift of the second sight, which means the gift to see
future or past events in him.
[GGJ.11_018,04] He came to Me and said (Ebal): “Lord and Master, My soul
always trembles in sorrow when in peaceful hours I visualize You. Then I see
dark images that come up before me which seem to show me horrible things. I
often visualized future and past events but I never felt this pain that I feel
when I think about You and about the images that drift in my spirit before
me.”
[GGJ.11_018,05] I said: “My dear Ebal, relate about the kind of images that
you see, so that also these here will know what your soul feels.”
[GGJ.11_018,06] Ebal said: “Lord, I see the gates of Heaven opened, and from
the immeasurable depths of creation a bright light beams towards me. And a
voice says to me: ‘Look, this is the Light of the world that came down to the
people to live among them.’
GGJ.11_018,07] Further on, I saw You walking, and You were brightly shined
upon by the light, and it shone completely through You, and in Your heart a
flame was lightening up that became ever brighter. And the greater the
brightness of the flame, the more the light disappeared that shone from
outside.
[GGJ.11_018,08] Then I saw a dark image coming near that made effort to
cover the light in You. And while he really tried to do that, I saw the multitudes
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in the sky who fearfully watched this event. And see, the more this image made
effort to cover You in darkness the more the light was beaming in You, and
finally, blinded by the intense glow of the light, he fell down before You. You
touched the dark image that lay now as if dead before Your feet, and said:
‘Blessed are all sinners who do penance, and there is no sin so big that cannot
be forgiven if the sinner asks for it in My name. Pray you also, so that you can
be forgiven.’
[GGJ.11_018,09] And further, I saw that Your hands and feet were pierced,
and from Your heart a drop of blood was flowing. The image that lay before
Your feet sucked up the drop of blood, became alive now and became brighter
and brighter till he finally was also glowing with great brightness. Then a voice
sounded from the spaces of Heaven: ‘See, I sent out My son to bring back the
lost one to Me, and He was not afraid to die in order to refresh the one who
became weak with the blood of His heart and bring him to life. Hail Him, for
now I will live completely in Him, for We have become One forever.’
[GGJ.11_018,10] When the voice faded away, I came to myself again. But just
now I saw that same dark image standing next to me, laughing scornfully as if
he wanted to tell me something and then disappeared.
[GGJ.11_018,11] Please tell me, o Lord and Master, what was the meaning of
all this, for no matter how beautiful is was to see, I nevertheless feel always a
deep sorrow in me which often prevents me from thinking or feeling.”
[GGJ.11_018,12] I said: “Ebal, when your soul feels what will happen in the
coming days, he fears at the same time the events of which he cannot realize or
grasp the final goal. Then this strongly pulls him down and oppresses him by
all these incomprehensible impressions that he – since he lacks the
understanding – cannot solve, although he would like to. Then he feels pain
like someone who is tied up and resists against his ropes, trying to free himself
from them. Try more in your heart to kindle your love for God than you have
done up to now. Be peaceful in your heart and listen to the voice of your spirit.
Then soon a sharp knife of the right knowledge and patience will be given to
you that will cut the ropes.
[GGJ.11_018,13] All those who have the same gift as you and are by that
capable to extend their soul far outside of themselves – capturing the future
that already throws its shadows forward – and can awaken and visualize the
past in themselves, should first of all practice patience and calmness interiorly,
so that what they see will not exert pressure on them and that it can be
completely understood.
[GGJ.11_018,14] This is also the case with you, and soon the future itself will
show you how true your vision is.
[GGJ.11_018,15] But let us stop all conversation now and give your bodies the
still necessary nightly rest which is especially beneficial under the free starry
sky in this pure mountain air, because tomorrow a big work will be waiting for
us. Although externally only for Me, but internally for all of you, and therefore
you should be completely prepared and strengthened.
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[GGJ.11_018,16] Ebal went away from Me, and all those who were present lay
down on the ground that was grown with moss which gave them a soft place to
lie on. Guarded by My Spirit they fell asleep in the vast house of the Father,
quietly and sweet as children, for the last time under the unconditional care of
My will. For from this day on My external must-law began to withdraw from
them, so that – depending on their faith that had grown in Me – also the
adversaries could have power over them, so that they could practice more
independently instead of always to be surrounded by My personal divine
power. For without being aware of it, it protected them also and provided them
with everything while they did not have to worry about it. From now on had to
appear how much My teaching and deeds had matured them and made them
independent.
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INTERESTED IN MORE INFO AND HELP FROM
ABOVE?
For an overview of available FREE resources on God's New Revelation, you
may
 visit our web site www.HisNewWord.org (e.g. Audios and Downloads)
 consult point 5 of the last Newsletter for articles and audio files
 send a blank email to newsletter@hisnewword.org
Oh, and don´t miss seeing the Lord´s Sermons on YouTube.
Here, here and here are examples.
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